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INTRODUCTION

We were reading three books and they all dealt with houses. We were reading Vladimir
Nabakov's Speak Memory, lsaak Dinesen's Out of Africa, and Gaston Bachelard's Poetics of

Space. When we got to the third book I was terribly confused and I couldn't make sense of

what they were talking about. So I thought, it must be because I am not smart enough. So I'll

just go to class and I won't say anything. Maybe no one will notice that I am not as smart as

they are. But then it suddenly occurred to me when they started talking about the attic that

they weren't talking about my house. We didn't have an attic in our house. You don't usually

have an attic when you live in a third floor frot. Then I thought about the basement. I
thought nobody went there b-r. the landlord, and only if he had to. There were wild things
that grew and prowled in the basement. Nobody wanted to go in there. And then I
realizedNabakov's house wasn't mine. Isaak Dinesen's house wasn't mine. Then I thought
about all the books I ever had, all the way back to Dick and Jane and Sally and Spot. We

never talked about my house. It was a horrific moment. My temperature changed. I
remember going home and getting so frightened that at that moment I think I could have
given up my education. I felt I don't belong here.

sandra Cisneros (April 17, 1993, excerpt from speech at TESOL Convention,

Atlanta, Georgia) , author of "House on Mango Street," "Woman Hollering

Creek," and "My Wicked, Wicked Ways."

Luckily Sandra Cisneros did not give up her education. Instead, she decided to write the book that had

been missing all through her school life: a book about her home and her family. A book that would feel like

home to many students who did not live with Dick and Jane. A book about a house on Mango Street.

But, for every Sandra Cisneros, thousands of other potential poets and leaders drop out each year.
Thousands of students who, because they see nothing familiar in the curriculum or school environment, begin

to believe that they are not smart. They feel, "I don't belong here." This sense of alienation from school is

reflected in the higher drop out rates and lower test scores for language minority students. Schools are failing

their students.

Multicultural education seeks to reverse that trend. The aim of multicultural education is to ensure equity

in education for all students and to help empower young people to make the world a better place both
individually and collectively (Bigelow, 1993). As leading multicultural theorist, James Banks, explains,
"multicultural education, as its major architects have conceived it during the last decade, is not an ethnic- or

gender-specific movement. It is a movement designed to empower all students to become knowledgeable,

caring, and active citizens in a dr :.ply troubled and ethnically polarized nation and world" (Banks 1993).

This program guide will shan strategies that teachers in linguistically diverse schools and classrooms can

use to create a successful environment for all students.
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MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

The Origins of Multicultural Education

Many popular journals cite America's new and growing multicultural population as the impetus for the

move towards multicultural education. But, of course, the population of the United States has always been

multicultural. Think of all the peoples from Senegal, Ghana, the Congo, China, Japan, England, Ireland,
Italy, Poland, Germany, Mexico, and the Caribbean, as well as Iroquois, Apache, Hopi, Cherokee, and more

who make up the population of this country

What is new is the national commitment to seek equity for all people within this pluralistic society. The

civil rights and women's movements of the 1950s and 60s pushed the country in this new direction. In
addition to political and economic equity, the demand was raised for the right to cultural integrity. The image

of the melting pot, all cultures blending into the image of the dominant culture, was replaced by the societal

salad or mosaic.

Education became a central focus of the Civil Rights Movement. If blacks and Latinos were to have an

equal opportunity in politics and employment, then they had to be afforded an equal education. But schools

were literally failing Latino and African American students. Prior to the Civil Rights Movement, the lower

test scores and higher drop out rates among certain races, ethnic groups, and women were attributed to
"racial" or "cultural" differences. For example, in the early 1900s, persons of eastern and southern European

origins and blacks were considered to have lower IQs. (Suzuki, 1984; Fairtest, 1991). Women were considered

to have lower aptitudes in math. Black and Latino families were said to place a low value on education.

The Civil Rights Movement shifted the blame from the students to the system of schooling. If women or

blacks had lower test scores, then schools were failing, not students. As a public institution central to our
democracy, schools needed to change. First came the admission that separate was not equal ar4-1 that there was

a need for integration. Other aspects of schools came under scrutiny and are still in the pr3cess of revision.

There was the recognition, for example, that:

The school curriculum needs to reflect our full history, including the contributions and experiences

of people of color and women. Thereby, all students can see themselves in history and students of all

races can develop a greater respect and appieciation for each other.

Testing and assessment need to be culturally and linguistically sensitive.

Sorting or tracking systems should not segregate students within schools based on race or native
language.

School policy and pedagogy should promote cooperation among students of all races to prepare them

for life in a pluralistic, multicultural, and global society.

The native language of non-native English speakers and their parents should be treated as an asset,

not a weakness.

The combination of these reforms came to be known as multicultural education. Just as there was much

debate about the civil rights and women's movements, so is there much debate about multicultural education

today. And just as there were many interpretations of the civil rights movement, so are there many
interpretations of multicultural education.
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Focus on Curriculum

Curriculum and classroom literature are the areas rier which teachers have the most direct control.
James Banks (Banks and McGee, 1989) outlines four levels of integration of ethnic content into the
curriculum. This provides a helpful framework for teachers to use in their classrooms. Examine the four levels

below and determine which most closely reflects your current practice. Then you can plan how to move
specific lessons up to the next level. This is more fruitful if done with a partner and has proven to be an
extremely useful exercise for departmental meetings, in-services, and peer coaching sessions.

Level 1Contributions: Focus on heroes, holidays, food, and other discrete cultural elements. During
special commemorative days (e.g., Cinco de Mayo, Martin Luther King's Birthday, Chinese 1 .ew Year)
teachers involve students in lessons and experiences related to the ethnic group being studied.

Level 2Additive: Add a unit or course on a particular ethnic group without any change to the
basic curriculum. For example, the teacher may add a unit on Native Americans or Haitians to the
traditional social studies course.

Level 3Transformation: Infuse various perspectives, frames of reference, and content material from
various groups that extend students' understanding of the nature, development, and complexity of American

society. The basic curriculum is changed. For example. the conquest of American territory is viewed from
multiple perspectives, including those of Native Americ ans, African Americans, wealthy European settlers,

and indentured servants from Europe.

Level 4Decision Making and Social Action: This includes all of the elements of the Transformation
approach (level 3) but also encourages students to make decisions and to take action related to the concept,

issue, or problem they have studied in the unit. The goal at this level is to help students develop a vision of a

better society and to acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to bring about constructive social change. It

is at this level that students do more thqn identify sod. d problems; they move to the higher level thinking

skill of analysis. As high school social studies teache r and curriculum developer, Bill Bigelow, explains,

"Multicultural education should be based on a problem solving approach, using inequity in this society as the

core problem. The curriculum should pose the big 'why questions: Why is there racism? Why is there sexism?

What are the roots of social conflicts?" (Bigelow, 1993 ).

In practice, there is often overlap between Barics' four levels of integration. The emphasis in this
publication is on strategies for facilitating multicukural integration at the transformation and decision
making and social action levels (levels 3 and 4). Foi example, when studying the economy in the United
States, students might examine the plight of unemployed far.tory workers or homeless people today. For their

final project, they could be asked to take individual or small group actions to address the problems. Students

should be asked to evaluate the relative effectivenev; of the proposed actions. Action for the sake of action is

not enough. Letter writing is probably one of the most common forms of "student action." There are times

when letter writing is very effective but there are alf.o times when the letters will not make a difference. They

are simply an assignment. Students should begin with an analysis of the root cause of the problems. How can

their actions get to these roots? What can they learn from historical movements for social change?

MNIII 3



MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

Questions and Answers About Implementing Multiculturalism

Teachers are always looking for ways to reach their students more effectively, especially when their classes

include students with diverse backgrounds. However, they are also wary of techniques that create more work

for them without producing clear benefits for their students. This section addresses some of the most common

questions teachers have before they implement multicultural strategies in their classrooms.

Why do we have to add something else to the curriculum? I am already trying to teach too
much!

Teaching about culture is not the addition of something new. We already teach about culture everyday by

what we include or exclude from our curriculum. The goal is to make this aspect of the curriculum more
complete, more accurate, and more sensitive. Stop and look at any classroom. Lessons about cultures fill the

room (Lee, 1993). Here are some examples:

Classroom Example 4,1: The children's books feature light skinned children with rosy cheeks. A few
books include an African American or Asian child. There is one book on the Mexican holiday, Cinco de
Mayo. One wall is filled with portraits of famous people. All the famous people on this wall are white men

who have made advances in science, the military, and politics. There is one poster of a woman.

What are the children in this classroom learning about culture? They are learning that European
American cut:ure is the norm, that people from countries outside of the United States only celebrate
holidays, and that people make scientific or political advances all by themselves.

Classroom Example #2: A teacher reads The Three Little Pigs to the class. Through dramatic story
reading, all the children huff and puff as they blow down the straw and the wood houses. Only the brick house
stands firm.

With this lesson, the children learn that brick (urban) houses are best, and straw and wood housesare
pretty worthless. Of course, in certain contexts, a brick house is preferable. In other climates, though, a st.-aw

or wood house is more appropriate. The story needs to be placed in context rather than giving the impression

that brick houses are universally the ideal home (Wolpert, 1993).

Classreom Example #3: A sixth grade textbook describes the high level of adult illiteracy in Latin
America. It describes a U.S. supported literacy program to help Latin American governments address the
problem. The text does not mention that before the conquest, the Mayans in Latin America had vast lil zaries

with volumes of advanced historical and scientific documents; nor does it discuss the profound worldwide

influence of contemporary Latin American literature. In addition, the book does not mention the current
high levels of adult illiteracy in the United States or the fact that certain groups in the United States, such as
women and African Americans, have historically been denied the right to literacy.

Here children learn that people in other countries are "behind" the United States in their development.
They are not learning about the richness of the region's literary history. They do not learn that illiteracy is the
result of social or governmental policies, not the ignorance or "backwardness" ofa country's population.

How long will it take to implement a multicultural curriculum?

Substantive change will probably take one to five years, but it is worth the effort! (Suzuki, 1984; York,
1991). Investing a little timegiving priority to human relations over activities coveredis important for a
successful multicultural education program. As we move towards a fully enriched curriculum (using Banks'
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level 4 as a goal), we can make incremental changes in cukural awareness and sensitivity. For example, we

can take the time to learn to pronounce our students' full names correctly instead of relying onshorter, simpler

"American" nicknames, "affirming who students are rather than who we may want them to become" (Nieto,

1992). This also demonstrates our respect for their families that gave them these names.

Won't multicultural education simply divide the school along racial and ethnic lines?

As Banks (1993) points out, "multicultural education is designed to help unify a deeply divided nation

rather than to divide a highly cohesive one." Multicultural education may bring problems to the surface,
giving the appearance of creating conflict. But if a school's entire staff and faculty are committed to v.:,rking

through that conflict, then unity based on new, more equitable relationships can be achieved. (See Freedom's

Plow (Perry and Frazer, 1993) for teachers' descriptions of their schools' conflicts in the process of transforma-

tion.)

In Roots and Wings (York, 1993) and White Teacher (Paley, 1992) the authors describe the importance of

talking openly about differences rather than ignoring them. York points out that, "phrases such as 'We are all

the same' and 'You are just like me' deny the differences between people...they very subtly use European
American values as the normthe point of reference" (York, 1993).

Conflicting descriptions of history can become a valuable part of the learning process. A junior high
history teacher in San Diego begins one lesson by discussing Pancho Villa, who is a hero of her Mexican
American students. She tells them that, in her schooling, ViPa was depicted as "a bad guy, a bandit" (Willis

1993). The history lesson becomes richer as students examine these different perspectives.

How can I know about all cultures?

You need not become an expert on all cultures represented in your school, but there are many ways you

can learn about them. Talk to the students, rk.eir families, and other teachers. Explain that you want to learn

more about their culture so that you can have the best possible communication with them. Visit community

centers and houses of worship. Read fiction and poetry from these cultures.

When approaching students and their families, keep two points in mind: (1) Culture is not uniform;
within a country it varies by region, class, religion, and many other variables. Just imagine if someone asked

you to teach them all about the culture of the United States. You could tell them about your own family's
traditions, whi :11. would shed some light on U.S. culture. (2) Some students, especially adolescents, may not

want w be singled out as the in-house experts on their cultures and nationalities.

Multicultural Education in the School Environment

Multicultural education encompasses all aspects of school life. The values of multicultural education
must be modeled throughout the school environment. In a school, there may be posters in the hallway that

celebrate diverse cultures, but a disproportionate number of language mindrity children are suspended each

week. There might be welcome signs in multiple languages, but school policy does not encovage children to

maintain their native language. We must look below the surface to see how the whole school environment

impacts students.
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We need to consider the role that schools and society in general have in creating low self-

esteem in children. That is, students do not simply develop poor self-concepts out of the
blue. Rather, they are the result of policies and practices of schools and society that respect

and affirm some groups while devaluing and rejecting others. (Nieto, 1992)

The fol' 7ing categories can be reviewed as your school focuses on developing its multicultural
curriculum. Although all aspects are integral to a successful program, it is often more manageable for a school

to concentrate on one or two areas at a time. Each category includes only a few indicators. Rather than
provide a fully prescribed list, we encourage you to brainstorm with fellow staff members to decide which
additional factors should be considered.

Language

What is the official policy regarding native language use and development?

What is the prevailing attitude towards students' native languages? (This includes non-standard
English.)

Are students provided native language instruction in the core subjects so that they learn the same
grade-appropriate concepts as their native English speaking peers and develop their native language

proficiency while they become proficient in English?

Discipline

Is a higher percentage of language minority students suspended or kept after school as compared to

the overall school population?

Community

How does the community perceive the school? What kind of outreach programs are there to help
determine these perceptions?

Does the curriculum connect to issues in the local community?

Assessment and Testing

Are the assessment tools culturally and linguistically sensitive and unbiased?

Are various methods of assessment used, such as performance based and portfolio evaluation?

Staffing (administrative, instructional, counseling, and support)

Does the school stiff reflect the cultural diversity of the student population?

Are there staff members who can speak the native languages of the students and their families?

Are women and people of color equitably represented in administrative positions?

Families

How much does the staff know about the children's lives outside of school? Do they ever visit the
families' homes?

When do families receive a call from school staff? Only when there is a problem? Are there programs

to involve families in school activities?

6
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Curriculum

Does cultural pluralism permeate the curriculum or is it the same old curriculum with a sprinkling of

ethnic holidays and heroes?

4. Is the curriculum rigorous and challenging to all students? Are there high academic expectations for

all students?

Does the curriculum portray culture not as a static identity but as a dynamic characteristic which is

shaped by social, political, and economic conditions?

Does the curriculum include people of various cultural and class backgrounds throughoutnot just

as a side bar, separate bulletin board, or special afternoon activity?

Does the curriculum help students learn to understand experiences and perspectives other than their

own (e.g., through role play, pen pals, interior monologues, dialogue poems, autobiographies, or other

activities)?

Instructional Materials and School Library

Do the textbooks and literature reflect the cultures of the students in the school?

How are women portrayed in the textbooks?

How are the students' native countries portrayed in the textbooks and literature?

Does the library have contemporary music available from various parts of the United States and the

world?

Who selects the textbooks?

Classroom Practice

Are cooperative learning and whole language methods used?

Is there equitable participation in classroom discussions?

Does the question and answer practice encourage or discourage participation by female and minority

students?

Does the classroom model a democratic and equitable environment as closely as possible? Is it

collective or hierarchical?

Tracking or Sorting

Are students separated within a grade level based on supposed differences in ability? For example, are

students separated into different reading groups at the elementary level? Are students pulled out for

talented and gifted classes? Are there different levels of secondary English or History?

Is a disproportionate number of minority students placed in vocational or technical classes?

What percentage of young women is in the higher level math and sciences classes in relation to the

percentage of young men?

1 0



MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

Conclusion

In summary, multicultural education strives for equity regardless of race, gender, culture, or national
origin. Students' lives are shaped by both school and society. So, in order to be successful, multicultural
education encompasses both the effort to create more equitable schools and the involvement of teachers and

students in the creation of a more equitable society. As educator, Bill Bigelow (1993) states, "[students] are
given the opportunity to fiex their utopian imaginations, and further, the opportunity to try to make their
dreams real."

8
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SAMPLE METHODS AND LESSONS

What is a multicultural classroom? First and foremost it is a classroom characterized by an ethos of caring

and equity. The pedagogy supports active rarticipation through rule plays, simulations, and hands-on
activities. Students learn, through their own experiences, that people's actions make a difference (Bigelow,

1993).

A multicultural curriculum should help children discover their connection to a broader humanity
breaking down the invisibility of working people, women, and people of color. It should help students to
identify with a much more profound sense of "we." The traditional European American centered curriculum

excludes not only people of color, but also the majority of white people. The stories feature white (male)
leadersusually military, political, or economic. Students learn that isolated, independent individuals make

history. A multicultural curriculum seeks not only to include oth,T cultures but also to tell the more complete

story of our social history. It acknowledges the value of the lives of common people (Bigelow, 1993).

The following are, examples of techniques that teachers have used in their classrooms to make their

lessons multicultural.

12 9
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Notes

LESSON ONE

Pictures, Pictures, Pictures.

(Grades K-3, can be adapted to any grade.)

The director of Washington-Beech Community Preschool in Boston,

MA, Ellen Wolpert, has developed an extensive picture collection that
helps to integrate a mukicultural approach across the curriculum.

The pictures show culturally diverse people throughout the United
States and the world. Teachers can use the images throughout the week
for math, social studies, and language arts. These diverse images of people

a woman carrying groceries on her head in Brooklyn, a man vacuuming the

house, a factory worker reading a book during his lunch break, or a parent

testifying with a translator at a school board hearingrepresent a signifi-
cant shift from the norm as it is defined by the mass media. They are not

only more inclusive, but also more accurate in their representation of our

multicultural country.

The following is a brief description of how to develop and use your
own picture collection.

1. Collect pictures that challenge the biasts and stereotypes that
children are subjected to. Some of tl categories may be:

Economic Physical ability Family Race

Gender Nationality Cultures Age

Within each of these categories, consider the stereotypeichildren are

most typically exposed to and look for images which emphasize all cultures'

humanity. For example, children are currently exposed to stereotypical
images of Arabs which impact their attitudes about the Middle Fast and
toward Arab Americans. To address this, include pictures in your collec-

tion of Arabs in all walks of lifewith family members, shopping, worship-

ing, and at work.

The elderly is the fastest growing population in this country, yet our

stereotypes of people in their senior years have not changed. Counter our

limited assumptions about ola age with images of llderly people of all
nationalities actively engaged with life.

Most literature refers to Native Americans in the past tense. Counter

this with images of contemporary Native Americans from the United
States and Latin America in all walks of life. Within any of these catego-

ries, include people engaged in daily routines such as work (in and outside

of the home), at play, and learning. Show their transportation, housing,

10 111111
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Notes

art, and health care. Inciude people from various parts of the United
Statesrural and urban, south and north, small towns and big cities.

Include in every collection images of students, their families, and the

school staff. This tells children that they and their families are an integral

part of the school's instructional base. It also keeps children's attention.

Most importantly, it demonstrates that students and teachers are part of

the diversity, not outside of it (Wolpert, 1993).

2. Mount the images on mat board and cover with clear contact paper.
Use them in games based on familiar formats, including match
garnes, sorting, classifying, counting, dominoes, puzzles, and so on.

Here are some ideas for using these pictures in exercises across the

curriculum.

Math: Have students cieate addition, multiplication, division, or
subtraction problems using the numbers of people in the pictures. For
example, select two pictures, one with three people and another with six

people, for a total of nine people. Students must find cards with the correct

number of people to create their own math problems and solutions.

Problem Solving: One of the goals of multicultural education is to
show that culture is not a collection of "quaint customs" but actually a
system of strategies for living. To teach this, have students look to the
images for solutions to challenges in their own lives. For example, when
students study transportation, have them I 3ok at pictures of how people

from many parts of the world carry children, food, firewood, and other
necessities. Then give them a problem to solve, such as how to carry a baby

doll and some groceries from the class store to the class house. Ask them to

study the pictures of people from other countries and other parts of the
United States for ideas. Some children may choose to strap the baby doll
around their back with a scarf. Others may try to balance the groceries on

their head so that their hands will be free to carry the baby, others may put

everything into a basket on wheels. Through this lesson, students learn
skills of observation, analysis, and problem solving while also gaining a

respect for other cultures as sources for information and strategies for their

own lives.

Language and Communication: Select a group of pictures that can be

paired by themes (e.g., pictures of painted Ukrainian eggs, Navajo rugs,
paintings from the Harlem Renaissance, or Sunday Fster hats). Tape the

pictures onto the backs of students, so that they cannot see their own
picture. Then have them walk around the room and describe the images
they see to each other until they have found their pair. Through dr.,
exercise. students learn keen observation, descriptive language, and corn-

MIN 1 1
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Notes

1 2

munication skills and have opportunities to dialogue with students in the

class whom they may not normally interact with.

The examples provided were of art work, but this works equally well

with houses, families, or any other theme that you are studying at the time.

This is a successful activity for K-12or even for staff development ice

breakers.

Match: Spread dozens of cards on the table. Leave a replacement pile

in the middle and one card in the match pile. Students must place car&
from the pile in front of them onto the match pile. They must be able to
find a common feature (e.g., both have vehicles, both have people who
look worried, both have people cooking), although these may be in very

different conditions.

(Lessons provided by Ellen Wolpert, Director, Washington-Beech Commu-

nity Preschool, Boston , MA.)

15
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Notes

LESSON Two

Hold Fast to Dreams

(Grades 3-12)

Linguistically diverse students often face special difficulties in their

daily lives. This can easily lead to frustration. Teachers need to find ways to

keep students hopeful. The poem "Dreams," by African American poet,
Langston Hughes (1960), can be used as a catalyst for a writing exercise

that encourages students to explore their hopes and aspirations.

Dreams

Hold fast to dreams

For if dreams die

Life is a broken-winged bird

That cannot fly

Hold fast to dreams

For when dreams go

Life is a barren field

Frozen with snow

(Reprinted with permission,

Alfred Knopf, New York.)

Read the poem aloud to students. Ask them to draw or write about
their own dreams and how they hold on to them. Share their work. By
sharing their dreams, students who are feeling less optimistic can be
inspired by the dreams of others. By talking about "how they hold on to
them," students learn strategies to hold on to their own dreams.

13
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LESSON THREE

My Life Is History

(Grades 6-12)

Traditional textbooks can make students (and teachers) feel pretty
small compared to the heroes that "made history." As teachers and as
linguistically diverse students, we are pushed to the margins of the text-

books. Multicultural education seeks to present a larger and more social

history of this country. Multicultural texts bring out the stories of women,
working people, and people of color who have traditionally been ignored.

(The Background section of the resource guide in this monograph provides

good sources for multicultural histories of the United States.)

The ideal place to start writing these new histories is with ourselves.

The goal of this lesson is assert the connections that we all have to history.

It allows us to examine thc role that we play in history and to see how
history can help us gain insight into our lives today and ideas for the future.

1. Read aloud an excerpt from Childtimes, by children's author, Eloise
Greenfield.

People...are affected...by big things and small things. A
war, an invention such as radio or television, a birthday
party, a kiss. All of these experiences help to shape
people, and they in turn, help to shape the present and
the future... (Greenfield and Little, 1979)

Share stories of how events in history have dramatically impactedyour

own life. A teacher in Washington, DC, shareL: the following examples

with her English as a second language (ESL) class: (a) during the 1968
racial riots in Detroit, she and her family were among the few non-African

Americans that she knew that stayed. Her old friends moved to the suburbs

while she made new friends and learned among a community from which

she had been previously isolated; (b) the invention of word processors has
opened up a world of writing that she would never have pursued by hand;

(c) the economic crisis in Latin America forced her husband to leave
Colombia. Because of this, she met him in Washington, DC, got married,
and had a child.

Have students think of ways in which historic events or developments
have impacted their lives. After a few have shared their stories, ask the
whole class to write (draft without concern for spelling or grammar at this
point) on the topic. In the class mentioned above, one student wrote about

how her family had to stay in the house for weeks during the U.S. invasion
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of Panama; a number of students from Ethiopia wrote about how the war

affected their lives, and one wrote about how her role as a woman has
shifted now that she lives in the new cultural environment of the United

States.

2. Timelines: By creating personal timelines, students can see how
their own lives and the lives of their classmates are tied to history.

Begin by having students phrase in their own words the quote, "An
unexamined life is not worth living." Explain that the class will study the

history of the community and country that we live inbeginning with the
lives of the students in the class.

The teacher should prepare in advance a thneline of her own lice to
share with the students. Highlight dates that you know will trigger ideas for

students, (e.g., when you met your best friend, first day of school, first day at

work, times you have travelled, the gain or loss (birth or death) of a family

member, when you learned a second language, and so on).

Have students begin to develop their own timelines. Students can
expand the timelines by interviewing family members to collect dates that

go back a couple of generations. When did parents or grandparents get
married, come to the United States, or other highlights in their lives?
Again, model first with your own timeline so that students can get ideas

about the kind of information they might solicit from their relatives.

Combine the student and teacher timelines into a collective class
timeline. This can be illustrated with drawings or bar graphs. Add key
historical events to the pci-sonal or collective timelines so that students
can see the relationship between their lives and history.

3. Questions for History

Discuss the following statement by noted historian, Howard Zinn,

I started studying history with one view in mind: to look

for answers to the issues and problems I saw in the world

about me. By the time I went to college I had worked in a

shipyard, had been in the Air Force, had 'oeen in a war. I

came to history asking questions about war and peace,
about wealth and poverty, about racial division.

Sure, there's a certain interest in inspecting the past and

it can be fun, sort of like a detective story. I can make an

argument for knowledge for its own sake as something
that can add to your life. But while that's good, it is small

in relation to the very large objective of trying to
understand and do something about the issues that face
us in the world today. (Zinn, 1991)
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Notes

Teachers can share some questions about history that they have based

on their own life experiences. For example, a teacher shared how she and

her husband both work, but when they go home in the evening it is
expected that she should take care of the baby. So her question for history

is: Why do women have to do more work than men?

Ask students to look at their own liveswhat problems do you have?
Ask historywhere does this problem come from? Be prepared for some
pretty profound questions. Use these to shape your teaching of history. For

example, the following are a few of the questions asked in a class with
students from Ethiopia, El Salvador, the Philippines, and Viet Nam:

Why is there so much discrimination?

Why do we have fights between different countries and why do we

fight our own people?

Why do women still get raped? (a boy asked this question)

Why are so many people poor? Wny do some people have more

money than others?

Why do people make so many bad comments about Africa? So
many people tell meif you come from Africadid you live like
an animal in the jungle?

Why did racism start? When did it start? (We found this to be a
burning question and concern for at students. Studies of the
1600s and 1700s when racism was. institutionalized (Zinn, 1981;

Bennet, 1992) help to address a lot of the students' questions.)

This personal connection should be made not just at the beginning
but throughout your study of history. This helps students to understand the

themes and concepts in terms of their own experiences. Students also learn

about each others' strengths and cultures.

Prior to their study of the Civil Rights Movement, a teacher asked
students to write about a time that they had stood up for what they knew

was right. "In school I was punished once. I was made to stand in a corner

on one foot," wrote a student from Laos. "After a while I put my other foot

down and told the teacher that it was enough." The student will be able to

connect her experience to those of the students who participated in
Freedom Summer in Mississippi. The other students have learned about
one student's experience of life in Laos. The same student may have been

uncomfortable making a class presentation about life in Laos, but within
the context of the history curriculum, profoui id excerpts will be shared.

(Lesson provided by Andrea Vincent, ESL teacher,, Washington, DC.)
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LESSON FOUR

Reading the Media

(Grades 6-12)

An important skill in multicultural education is the ability to read
critically for biases in textbooks and the media. The local paper often
provides ample material for students to hone their critical reading skills.

For example, an ESL teacher in Philadelphia brought an advertise-
ment from the Philadelphia Inquirer for her students to critique. The ad said,

"Come to Philadelphia and Celebrate New Year's Every Month of the
Year." It portrayed the cultural activities of Philadelphia's many ethnic
groups as a tourist attraction, and listed Chinese New Year, Cambodian
New Year, and so on. The teacher posted the ad on the chalkboard and
asked her stude _its for comments.

The Cambodian students noticed that the Cambodian New Year was

listed in the wrong month. The teacher asked them to probe deeper
what else did this ad make them think about? One student commented
that if the newspaper had Cambodians on its staff, the incorrect date might

have been avoided. Others noted that the paper rarely included news
about the political situation in their home countries that they, as readers
and resid mts of Philadelphia, would find important. "Why," they asked,
"was the paper using our culture as an advertisement when the staff
obviously does not even know anything about us?"

As class project, the students wrote letters to the paper complaining
about the trivilization of their culture. In addition to learning to read the

media for bias, students learned about each other's cultures.

(Lesson provided by Debbie Wei , ESL Teacher, PhiladPlphia Public Schools ,

PA.)
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Multicultural Education: Strategies for Linguistically
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cultural, social, gender, and racial equity in the
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